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ABSTRACT: The paper derives the equations for a beam subjected to a row of moving forces and simultaneous vertical motions 
of its supports. The very simple mathematical model is set up and the decomposition method is applied to the problem. The 
simply supported beam represent short to medium span bridge. The train effect consists of a long sequence of axle forces or 
their groups in regular distances, which can bring the bridges intensive vibration. The earthquake is idealized as a finite sum of 
harmonic movements of individual supports modulated by a slowly variable function. The numerical calculations were 
performed for both the concrete and steel bridges of spans 5 to 50 m subjected to the three types of high-speed trains (ICE, 
Eurostar/TGV and Talgo AV2) running at speeds 5 to 250 km/h. Influence of synchronization of train and earthquake attack is 
briefly analyzed. The effect of several other parameters is shown and discussed. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The problem of the dynamic action of moving loads on 
structures has been investigated for a long time and 
successfully applied to bridges and similar types of 
engineering systems, see [1], [2], and many other 
publications.  Besides, the earthquake engineering has 
presented and solved a lot of problems, which are important 
for the safety of structures. The literature is also extraordinary 
rich, e.g. [3]. 

However, both the subjects mentioned above have been 
developed independently. Especially, we have no idea what 
happens if the earthquake appears just in the time, when the 
vehicles are moving along a bridge. The first attempts were 
done in [4-6], where the problem was solved and applied to 
suspended bridges of large spans. 

Here, we restrict the problem to the vertical vibrations of 
the beam, subjected to a row of moving forces. 

Simultaneously, the beam supports provide the vertical 
movements due to the earthquake. We are aware of the fact 
that the horizontal seismic forces are more important than the 
vertical ones. Moreover, the assumed model is very simple, as 
it assumes only a limited damping and an earthquake effect 
represents only by its several harmonic components. Thus, the 
presented study should be grasped as an introduction to the 
problem with substantial simplifications emphasizing the 
effect of vertical axle forces. 

2 BASIC EQUATIONS 
Let us assume a simple non-damped beam of span l, which is 
subjected to a row of moving forces Fn, n=1,2,3,….,N  at the 
distances dn, see the Figure 1. The forces are moving from the 
left to the right hand side with a constant speed c. The 
supports of the beam perform the   vertical movements a(t) 
(left support) and b(t) (right support), respectively.  

The problem is governed by the partial differential equation:  

EIv
IV

(x,t)+μ&&v(x,t)+ 2μωd &v(x,t) = Fn
n=1

N

∑ εn(t)δ(x− xn) ,   (1) 

where it is designed : 
v(x,t)   --  vertical displacement of the beam at x  and time  t , 
respectively, 
EI  --  constant beam rigidity, 
μ   --   constant mass per unit length of the beam, 
ωd   --  circular frequency of the beam damping, 

εn(t) = h(t − tn)−h(t −Tn),  
h(t) = 0 for t < 0 , h(t) =1 for t ≥0  --Heaviside unit function, 
δ(x)   -- Dirac function, 
tn = dn / c   --  time when the n-th force enters the beam, 

Tn = (l +dn) / c  --  time when the n-th force leaves the beam, 

xn = ct −dn ,  
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Figure 1. Theoretical model of a beam , moving forces  
and support movements. 
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dn -- distance between the first and n-th force d1 = 0.   
·    -- primes and dots denote the derivation with respect to x 
and t, respectively. 

The boundary and initial conditions (when the first force 
enters the beam) read : 

 
v(0,t) = a(t), ′′v (0,t) = 0,
v(l ,t) = b(t), ′′v (l ,t) = 0,

 (2) 

 v(x,0) = &v(x,0) = 0. (3) 

3 SOLUTION 
The problem described above represents the vibration of a 
beam, whose boundary conditions are changing in time. The 
decomposition method is recommended in [7] for such 
problems. We resolve the response of the beam v(x,t) in the 
quasi-static component vs(x,t) and dynamic component vd(x,t): 

 v(x,t) = vs (x,t)+ vd (x,t).  (4) 

The quasi-static component comprises effect of the vertical 
movement of supports, whereas the dynamic part describes 
effect of the moving external load. The boundary conditions 
are decomposed as well: 
quasi-static component: 

 
vs(0,t) = a(t), vs(l ,t) = b(t),
′′vs(0,t) = 0, ′′vs(l ,t) = 0.

 (5) 

dynamic component: 

 
vd (0,t) = 0, vd (l ,t) = 0,
′′vd (0,t) = 0, ′′vd (l ,t) = 0,

 (6) 

while the initial conditions (3) remain zero. 
The basic equation (1) is now separated in two equations: 
a) quasi-static, the homogenous equation, damping is 

neglected 
 EIvs

IV (x,t)+μ&&vs(x,t) = 0   (7) 
with boundary conditions (5), and 

b) dynamic, non-homogenous equation 

EIvd
IV (x,t)+μ&&vd (x,t)+ 2μωd &vd (x,t) = Fn

n=1

N

∑ εn(t)δ(x− xn)  (8) 

with boundary conditions (6). 

3.1 Homogeneous solution 
The homogeneous formulation together with initial conditions 
(5) leads to the kinematically indeterminate state. Thus, the 
homogeneous equation (7) is substituted by a model of a 
simple beam under uniform variable load: 

 EIvs
IV (x,t)+μ&&vs(x,t) = −μ &&b(t)   (9) 

 
vs(0,t) = a(t)−b(t), vs(l ,t) = 0,
′′vs(0,t) = 0, ′′vs(l ,t) = 0.

 (10) 

The variable boundary conditions representing vertical 
component of an earthquake will be represented as a sum of 
harmonic (sine) components: 

 
a(t) = αk (t)sin(ωk t)

k=1

n

∑

b(t) = βk (t)sin(ωk t)
k=1

n

∑
 (11) 

where amplitudes αk (t), βk (t)are functions of a “slow time“. 
The actual earthquake record can be represent approximately 
by an modulated sum of its selected Fourier components or 
using more advanced method described e.g. in [8]. Thanks to 
assumption of “slow time“, the following relation 
approximately holds for acceleration 

 &&b(t) ≅ − βk (t)ωk
2 sin(ωk t)

k=1

n

∑   

Harmonic character of the individual loading components 
enables to find analytical solution as a sum of solutions 
vs,i (x,t)  for individual frequency components in the form (see 
e.g. [1] for details): 
vs,i (x,t) =

Ci ,1 sin λx
l
+Ci ,2 cos λx

l
+Ci ,3 sinh λx

l
+Ci ,4 cosh λx

l
+ βi (t), 

(12) 

where λ = l μω 2

EI

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟

1
4

and parameters Ci ,k , k =1,...,4,  satisfy the 

boundary conditions (10).  
They depend on time: 

Ci ,1(t) = −
1

2sinλ
βi (t)+ (βi (t)−α i (t))cosλ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦,   (13) 

Ci ,2 (t) =Ci ,4 (t) =
αi (t)−βi (t)

2
,  (14) 

Ci ,3(t) = − 1
2sinhλ

βi (t)+ (βi (t)−αi (t))coshλ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦.  (15) 

The difference αi (t)−βi (t) in condition (14) reflects the 
difference between movements of both ends of a beam. It can 
be neglected especially for short span bridges. Phase shift in 
both ends can be implemented using separate expansions for 
both boundary conditions a(t), b(t) in (11). For sake of 
simplicity this option is not used in current work.  

3.2 Non-homogenous solution 
The non-homogeneous equation (8) with boundary conditions 
(6) was solved many times, see e.g. [1] and the last form in 
[8]. 

Its solution may be written as  

 vd (x,t) = qj (t)sin jπx
lj=1

∞

∑ ,   (16) 

where 
qj (t) =

2 jωFn

μln=1

N

∑ f (t − tn)h(t − tn)− (−1) j f (t −Tn)h(t −Tn)⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦ ,

 (17) 

 

 

 
sin e sin    (18) 
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the natural frequency of a simple beam respecting the 
boundary conditions (6)  

 ω j
2 = j 4π 4

l 4

EI
μ

,   (19) 

the driving frequency ω and damped natural frequency ω j
′  

 ,   .  (20) 

 

4 CASE STUDY 
The parametric study assumed both the concrete and steel 
bridges of spans 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 and 50 m with appropriate 
first natural frequencies f1, logarithmic decrements of 
damping  and weights   . Their numerical values, 
appearing in the Table 1, were taken from the empirical 
formulas published in [9]. Three assumed types of high speed 
trains, i.e. ICE 2, Eurostar/TGV and Talgo AV 2, used in 
Germany, France/England and Spain, respectively, differ by 
their predominant forces F, their total axle numbers N, 
predominant car lengths d and total lengths. The Table 2 
shows the assumed train parameters. 

As a sample earthquake record has been selected the famous 
El Centro record of the Imperial Valley earthquake 1940. The 
100 most significant components of the spectra of the N-S 
component with PGA=0.348g was modulated by a modulation 
function 
 4 . .    (21) 

to resemble the original record, see Figure 2. This approach 
prefers the lower frequency range, however, any other 
selection could be used, e.g. conforming to design spectra of 
build codes. Effect of the selected record to the individual 
bridges from Table 1 is shown in the Figure 3. Mid-span 
deflection time histories are shown for concrete and steel 
bridges in left and right columns respectively. The boundary 
conditions were chosen to artificially boost the response: 
prescribed displacements of the one end were taken twice of 
the other end a(t)=2b(t) with synchronous phase. The 
response itself is not very realistic, as damping is neglected in 
this case (high response in the case of steel bridge l=50m) and 
only single eigenform (12) is taken into account (high 
frequency noise in cases of l=20,30). 

Figure 4 shows the sample responses of all bridges to 
combined loading of the earthquake and train Talgo AV2 
passing the bridge. Only first (dominant) eigenform is taken 
into account when both effect of train passing the bridge as 
well as the earthquake effect are evaluated (one component in 
(12) and first term of sum (16)). Speed of the train in Figure 4 
is 100 km/h. The earthquake attacks when the middle car of 
the train leaves the bridge. At this moment is the response due 
to passing train maximal, as the four middle axles forces of 
the Talgo train represent a pair of (heavy) engines. However, 
it is apparent that after the earthquake attack the amplitude 
increases. 

For the case of the longest beam, l=50m, the passing train 
the response dramatically increases due to vicinity of the 
resonant speed/frequency, see [10] for further details. 

The maximal amplitudes for the whole set of bridges, trains 
and speeds taken into account are summarized in Figure 5.

Table 1. Bridge parameters 

 Span l (m) 5 10 15 20 30 50

C
on

cr
et

e f1 (Hz) 32.35 15.09 9.66 7.04 4.51 2.57
  (1) 0.63 0.34 0.23 0.18 0.18 0.18

G (kN) 250 600 1050 1600 3000 6000

St
ee

l f1 (Hz) 19.12 11.77 8.86 7.25 5.46 3.82
  (1) 0.64 0.23 0.12 0.08 0.08 0.08

G (kN) 125 300 525 800 1500 3000
f1– first eigenfrequency,  –damping, G – total weight 

Table 2. Train parameters 

notation ICE 2 Eurostar/TGV Talgo AV 2 
F (kN) 195/112 170 170 
N (1) 56 48 40 
d (m) 27.3 18.7 13.4 
total length (m) 362.1 386.5 356.05 

F - axle force, N - number of axle forces,  
d - predominant car length 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Top: power spectral density of the stacionarized 
El Centro record and 100 selected harmonic components. 
Bottom: artificial replacement of the earthquake record, 

modulating function (21). 
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Figure 3: Response of the mid-span point of individual bridges to earthquake excitation only 
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Figure 4: Response of the mid-span point of individual bridges to combined loading: earthquake + Talgo train, 
 speed c=100 km/h, earthquake attacks when middle car passes the bridge. Tmax – time when train leaves the bridge.  
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Figure 5. Maximal mid-span amplitudes summarized for all steel and concrete bridges in first and second row respectively 
for all three trains in individual columns. Units are [km/h] (speed) and [m] (length, amplitude). 

 

 
Figure 6. Ratio of the relative increase of the maximal amplitude due to train and earthquake combination to train only 
excitation. Log10 of ratio total/train on the vertical axis. Note reverse ordering of speed rows with respect to Figure 5. 
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 Responses for steel and concrete bridges are shown in first 
and second row respectively for all three trains in individual 
columns. For each train/material combination are shown the 
maximal deflections depending on the length of the bridge and 
train speed.  

The general trend of increasing response depending on both 
increasing speed and length span is evident from Figure 5. 
The dynamic response of steel bridges is higher than of 
concrete ones because the mass and damping of concrete are 
greater than of steel. It seems, that maximal responses for the 
ICE2 train is with one exception slightly milder than those of 
the other two trains for both concrete and steel bridges. 

Relative influence of the earthquake attack on the overall 
response is presented in Figure 6. The value on the vertical 
axis of each bar chart can be symbolically specified as  

log
max

max  

The relative increment is highest for the lowest train speeds. It 
is not surprising, as the maximal amplitudes for (pseudo) 
static load due to slowly passing train are significantly smaller 
compared to effect of an earthquake on the corresponding 
bridge. Noticeable increase occurs also for higher speeds (50-
250 km/h), namely for longer spans and Talgo train, for both 
concrete and steel bridges. 

Figure 7 depicts influence of delay between moments when 
train hits the bridge and earthquake attacks. Effect of the 
Talgo train running at 100 km/h is shown for all bridges from 
Table 1. For all spans, time taken by the train to pass the 
bridge is about 13s. The horizontal axis of the each plot in 
Figure 7 corresponds to time of the earthquake start, vertical 

axis shows the maximal amplitude of the mid-span point of 
the bridge response due to combined train/earthquake. As a 
general rule, passing of the pair of middle engines of the 
Talgo train is the worse moment to earthquake attack. This is 
case, which has been chosen for the analysis shown in Figures 
5 and 6. The only exception is the concrete bridge l=30m, 
where the maximal amplitude is reached for the case when 
earthquake starts when the train leaves the bridge. 

In individual cases can the ratio between maximal and 
minimal maximal amplitudes for different time delays reach 
the value of 2, but in general is always at least 1.5. In some 
rare cases, e.g. for Eurostar train, l=20m and speed 100km/s 
can is the ratio even lower, only slightly exceeding 1.  

5 CONCLUSIONS 
The high-speed trains substantially affect the dynamic 
behaviour of railway bridges, which could be brought even to 
the resonant vibration. It is caused by a long sequence of axle 
forces or their groups distributed in almost regular distances. 
Earthquake, as a broadband process, can induce similar effect 
on the bridge. Combination of the earthquake and high-speed 
train brings new demands on the properties of the structure. 
The dynamic increments of the bridge deflection, stresses and 
vertical accelerations roughly rise with increasing speed, as 
well as with the presence and intensity of an earthquake. The 
actual increase depends on the complex dynamic interaction 
of the bridge with the moving train and support motion.  

The train was assumed in the first approximation as a 
system of axle forces and should be improved in the future. 
Nevertheless, the idealization corresponds to the design 
philosophy prescribed by Eurocodes and probably presents the 

 

 
Figure 7. Dependence of maximal amplitude of the mid-span point on time delay between train hits the bridge and an 

earthquake attack. Units are [s] (horizontal axis, time delay) and [m] (amplitude). 
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conservative values. The seismic process has been assumed as 
a sum of harmonic processes, each modulated by a function of 
“slow time”. Such idealization can be replaced by a more 
advanced multi-component decomposition of a general 
seismic load. On the other hand, it allows to prescribe spectral 
properties of the earthquake. 

Even the presented simple theoretical model confirms the 
possibility of resonant vibration of bridges which appears at 
speeds higher than 200 km/h, but it is often disturbed by 
irregularities of axle distances, short duration of the train run 
and damping. Presence of the seismic load this trend 
amplifies. Longer bridges and higher speed cases are prone to 
high deflections and amplitudes.  

The dynamic response of steel bridges is higher than of 
concrete ones because the mass and damping of concrete are 
greater than of steel. The relative dynamic increments of 
stresses are a little higher than that of deflections. The 
damping substantially affects the highest peaks at resonance 
while outside the resonant conditions it slightly diminishes the 
amplitudes. Lack of damping in the theoretical model used for 
earthquake effect affect accuracy of the numerical study, as in 
some cases an unrealistic response occurs. Moreover, a higher 
number of eigenforms used in computation is recommended 
for improved accuracy. 

Effect of time delay between earthquake attack and entering 
of the train to the bridge can reach up to 100% increase of the 
maximal amplitude with respect to the most favorable case. 
Regardless of this amplification, the vertical accelerations of 
short and medium span bridges attain considerable amounts 
and may cross the ultimate values.  

To restrict the vibration of bridges, the development of 
active and passive dampers for both the bridges and vehicles 
is recommended. 
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